2001 odyssey transmission

Despite being an extremely popular car brand, Honda has experienced numerous problems with
their Odyssey model. Throughout the years, the Honda Odyssey has experienced transmission
problems in many of their cars, with a more prevalent problem during the years of Honda began
marketing and manufacturing the Odyssey in , creating a smaller minivan for the middle class
market. Since , Honda has made a bigger version of the Odyssey in North America to fit bigger
families and more items. Unfortunately, is when the transmission problems began, citing issues
with the transmission durability in the 4-speed automatic car. The Honda spokesperson stated
that the 4-speed models were characterized by a faulty bearing which would break apart, and
send fragments of metal into the passageways in the transmission, causing it to shift
unintentionally. Honda tried to remedy the issue by including a 5-speed automatic transmission
on the Odyssey, but that transmission system experienced problems as well, with users citing
reliability problems. The 5-speed models were generally damaged by the wear and tear of the
third gear clutch. The clutch material would become afflicted by abrasion, which would scatter
bits around inside the transmission, causing erratic shifting once more. Drivers would succumb
to slipping or not being able to shift between gears while driving. A second problem occurred
with the 5-speed transmission system in the Honda Odyssey. The second gear reportedly could
overheat and break, causing the transmission to lock while driving. Even with Honda adding a
transmission cooler, the transmission fluid temperatures were still rising too high. The Honda
Odyssey has experienced transmission problems in various years, from , models, and We will
begin with discussing the Honda Odyssey transmission problems by year , and the average
cost to fix the problems. The Honda Odyssey is when the transmission problems began. Many
users reported having their transmission replaced at an earlier mileage, and still having to get a
new replacement at just , miles later. Some users have noted that this model of the Honda
Odyssey experiences transmission problems and failure without any real warning signs before
failing completely. You might be driving down the road and have no warning lights or no
symptoms, and then your car will just fail. Within the Honda Odyssey complaints, most of the
complaints are due to transmission failure. The additional issues with the transmission deal
with rough shifting, transmission slipping, transmission shuddering, and some issues with the
torque converter. The reported repairs that can fix your failed transmission are to replace the
transmission, PCM, valve, and sensor. There are multiple reports of this transmission failure not
being the first for the Honda Odyssey owners, causing them to second-guess buying a Honda
Odyssey in the future. Tujhe Honda Odyssey followed suit with numerous reports of
transmission problems, with the main report being transmission failure. The additional
transmission issues were transmission slipping, Tcs and engine light coming on, and issues
with the automatic and manual transmission powertrain. Even though the lights coming on are
not the most severe issues when it comes to cars, transmission failure is something that needs
to be fixed. The main solution to the problem is to replace the transmission, with some users
needing to also replace the torque converter for a complete repair. The complaints of
transmission issues continue in the Honda Odyssey model. This model has one of the highest
reports of transmission issues out of all of the Honda Odyssey models, and has the highest
incident report when dealing with chronological order. The main problem with the transmission
is transmission failure, accounting for most of the complaints. The additional problems that
users have reported with this model are the transmission slipping and banging while shifting,
transmission disengaging while using, showing a Code P, flashing D light, losing gears,
accelerating without meaning to, shaking when shifting, and leaking transmission fluid. The
only solution to this problem is to replace the transmission. The solution to this transmission
problem is to replace the transmission. The P Code can typically be fixed by taking your car to a
technician, where they can perform certain tests. They will run a DTC scan and find an incorrect
gear ratio. After they notice this, they can check the saved data and drain particles within the
transmission. Dealing with the major problem, the transmission failure, this will be the most
common fault htat Honda Odyssey users associate with their car. The solution to this problem
is to replace the transmission. The Honda Odyssey continues with the worst models of the
Odyssey car, arguably between the years of The model has numerous reports of the
transmission failing, slipping, hesitation between gears, jerking when shifting, whining, and
shaking at higher speeds. With this many problems, you might want to consider selling your car
to a reputable source. The only solution to transmission failure is to replace the transmission,
or, if you want to save money and extend the timeline of the repair process, you can rebuild
your transmission. The Honda Odyssey starts to see the reports of transmission problems
begin to die-down, compared to the staggeringly-high numbers put forth between the models.
The model has more reports of body and paint problems than transmission problems, which is
the first year that the Odyssey has another category at a higher level of issues than the
transmission system. Within the transmission problems arena, the main issues you will see are

transmission failure and some issues with shifting gears. The main solution to this problem is
to replace the transmission, with some owners choosing to undergo the lengthy process of
rebuilding it instead. The Honda Odyssey is where the company finally got it right. When
looking at the model as a whole, the transmission problems are listed in the middle of the pack
in terms of issues that owners have reported, compared to the top for all previous years. The
owners reported many more issues with body and paint problems than transmission problems
for the version. The most common reports with the transmission problems in the Odyssey are
the vibration converter failing, transmission failure, shuddering when shifting, humming from
transmission, and torque converter shifting. The main solution is to replace the torque
converter. When the car is shuddering while you're shifting gears, this is a lot of times due to
the torque converter needing to change. A hum from the transmission typically means that your
transmission is beginning to fail, which in turn, leads to transmission failure. The Honda
Odyssey models saw great years in terms of transmission performance. The reports of
transmission issues were much lower than the period, with being the first year that the Honda
Odyssey had positive feedback about their transmission system. The Honda Odyssey had
better reports of their transmission performance according to the Consumer Reports online
edition in June In , the Odyssey was the best selling minivan in the United States. In , the Honda
Odyssey received a new look, and included some high-tech features like an audio jack and
backup camera. Unfortunately for Honda, the transmission problems came back â€” although to
a lesser extent â€” in The and Honda Odyssey models show a trend of transmission problems
due to the clunking and jerking while shifting gears. Fortunately, the solution much of hte time
did not require a full replacement of the transmission system to solve the problem. There are
other methods, like a transmission flush, that your technician can try to save the transmission.
The Honda Odyssey minivans were recalled for a transmission that reportedly could shift
unexpectedly while driving. Honda uses a speed transmission in the vehicles that were recalled.
A loose battery terminal connection, or a faulty battery, were the cause of the transmission
issues which caused it to intermittently reboot â€” unintentionally. When the unit is forced to
restart, it might automatically shift the transmission into park position, which could be very
dangerous while driving. Honda dealers came up with a remedy to the problem by ensuring that
all battery connections were secure when owners bring their cars in. They also said they would
update the TCU software, which would change the action of the transmission if a reboot would
occur. If you want to save money for a new car, bring your junk car into CashCarsBuyer so we
can give you a fair quote for your vehicle â€” this way, you can walk out with some quick cash
for your next vehicle purchase! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved.
LKQ Online is listing a used transmission in good, working condition. No photos of the actual
transmission are available. A Stock photo has been used as a general representation. Warranty
covers the transmission case, torque converter included for automatic transmissions only and
all internal components. The warranty does not cover any external wiring, sensors or other
external parts that can be transferred from your current transmission. There is NO core charge
for this transmission. To aid in installation, you get to keep your current transmission and all
attached accessories. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You
will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not
assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed
to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit
the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the
EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your
application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please
consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues
from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Re-learning or resetting the
Transmission to the vehicle may involve towing Not Driving to a dealership of same
manufacturer in order to be performed. In certain types of Transmissions the TCM transmission
controlling computer is incorporated with the Valve body which may require the valve body to
be replaced. Transfer cases are not included with transmission from AWD vehicles. Warranty
does NOT cover labor, diagnostic, towing or rental car costs. This will ensure the cooling
system is flowing. You may verify with your local dealer if a re-learn is required for your vehicle.
We do not reimburse for this service. Lack of valid business name and phone number will delay
your order. Please provide the business name and phone number during eBay checkout. Sales
Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a day time phone number.
You must also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the time of pick up in order for
your item to be released. If not presented you will be turned away until you have provided the
Proof of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of Purchase will be emailed within
2 business days of receipt of full payment. They will not have any packaging included. If you will

need this type of service please contact us. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through
PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified,
personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all
orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales
tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due
to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to
orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general
questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope
you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. I had the transmission replaced
6 months ago because it failed completely , Now that transmission has failed as well Do you
have to replace a Honda transmission every six months to keep your car running? If I have to
replace the transmission every 6 months. The car should fall apart before the transmission My
wife and I, with our family of 4 children, have owned the Honda Odyssey in question, new, since
Metro has just now notified us that we need to replace the transmission on this Odyssey, for the
2nd time. What is the life span of a Honda transmission? The replacement transmission appears
to have either been defective, not genuine, re-conditioned, re-furbished or re-manufactured. We
have records of all repairs and services performed by Honda. We can provide them to you or to
outside parties, if needed. Our son is graduating from college in May and will be purchasing a
car for himself. Of course, Honda is his 1st choice. However, we are reluctant to purchase
another Honda unless Honda replaces the defective transmission on our Odyssey. Most
recently, our purchases have included:. Total: i. My sister has a Honda Odyssey and the
transmission has failed, she only has 80, miles on it and can't find a recall to have it fixed. She
is on disability and has 3 kids and used all her savings to buy this van and no the transmission
has failed. She sent it to Kirks Transmission to have it replaced and they replaced it 3 times
already and still not fixed. I truly believe Honda should replace the transmission free of charge
and Kirks transmission out of Fall River MA should reimburse her. I don't know who I need to
contact about this problem but I'm hoping this is a good start, please let me know if anyone has
any ideas of where and what to do next. Thank you so much. It only has 97, miles and had it for
14 years. It was out of the transmission warranty. The Honda dealer in Orlando FL said it was a
messed up transmission but they can fixed it in three days. It took them six days to fixed. Since
this happened on our Orlando, FL vacation, the family has to return to TX after Thanksgiving
and ended up returning with a rental car. We abandoned the van to the dealer and sent them the
vehicle title. Looked at the complaints and saw that even the new Odyssey models already have
transmission complaints. I always wondered why Honda could not pass Toyota with regards to
the car and van sales. It is because of the engine and transmission problems that occurred on
Honda and Acura models. I bought a Honda Odyssey in Aug and transmission had to be
replaced at miles within 2 months outside the warranty on months. Now it is miles and now it
broke again. I purchased this van from a dealership. I was told it was in great condition, no
problems, no recalls. The transmission completely failed in less than thirty days. I was driving
on a highway when transmission failed, I was lucky enough to get pulled off to the side of the
road. Honda needs to pay to replace all of these transmissions before someone is seriously
injured or worse, killed. I'm now trying to look into different estimates to have the transmission
completely rebuilt. We had been enjoying our Honda Odyssey for many years before the
dreaded transmission failure. We were the original owners of the vehicle, having bought it new
in , and kept it in perfect working order, bringing it in for every oil change and checkup. The
only other issues that have occurred with the van were two engine sensors that went bad, some
tuneup work, and a timing belt change. These were just minor issues. But then in while driving
down the road, after a stop light, upon acceleration the transmission began slipping. After that it
would not go faster than 30 mph. The van had , miles on it. The independent shop did a great
job and rebuilt the tranny with all the current upgrades and cleanings. The Honda dealer was
not helpful at all and said that since we had bought the vehicle in Germany on the Airforce base,
they could not know whether we raced it or not. We never raced it, since it is a family vehicle. At
the time we were not given any help in paying for the repair. I do feel cheated about getting the
cold shoulder from the dealer and from the Honda company. Well now it is and I am praying that
the van's transmission will make it to , miles. All-in-all we love our Honda vehicle, but will never
forget about the bad transmission. This has affected my decision on whether I should even get
another Honda vehicle. Happy driving reader! They are great overall! I look at vehicles on a one
at a time basis. For instance there have been some Fords and Chevys that I have hated or that
have had many problems. I would not get those. OK, I'm at ,mile and the 2nd transmission has
went out on this van. I had it replaced at the dealer back in December of at 75,miles. I called
Honda America and explained the situation and I was told that since they had already replaced it
once, the statute of limitations had ran out and they are under no obligation to replace again. So

I bought this Honda Odyssey brand new and had all the recommended maintenance on it. After
2 transmission failures I was only able to get , miles out of it. This is a real shame because
otherwise this was a good van. But Honda put a poorly engineered transmission into this heavy
van and will not replace with something that will last. My 99 Accord has over , miles on it and
never had any problems. But I can never recommend their Mini-Vans. What a shame. I was
never notified of any problems from Honda and when the problem occurred I was told that it had
been over 7 years. They initially did not want to cover any of it. I only had 75, miles on the van
and I had done every bit of recommended maintenance at the Honda dealer. Only after I had my
case taken to Honda America did they help out some. Bought this from someone in Texas.
Whole Transmission would jump as it shifted from 1st to 2nd. Vehicle Transmission finally died
a year later. Believe the original owner knew of the issue when he sold it to us. Very
disappointed with this vehicle. We expected better from Honda. Want Honda to step up and
honor their recall which expired due to misdirected communication to old address and fix their
known transmission design fault of under design torque. First, the car lost 4th gear on the
freeway. Got off the fwy, parked the car, and turned it off and on. Car was fine in 1st-3rd but still
would not go above 3rd. As I was driving, looking for a nearby repair shop, the car slowly lost
all gears but 1st. Unfortunately, my phone was dead and I was in an unfamiliar part of town. I
limped into the repair shop, with cars passing me and terrified kids in the back, and was told I
needed a new transmission. By that time, my autistic son was rocking and crying and the other
two were scared and hungry. No rental cars, no way to get home, we'd moved from CA the
month before and knew no one , and it was so late they wouldn't be able to get the replacement
until the next day. After spending a few hours at the repair shop, finally a mechanic took pity on
us and drove us almost an hour to our home. Fourth transmission failure on a van I've owned
since new. First one failed at approx. The warranty on this third transmission installed in the car
was 3 years or 36K miles. It failed again under 36K miles, but a few months over the 3 year mark
expired in June '13, and it failed at beginning of Oct ' It left my family stranded 90 miles north of
San Diego late at night. While clearly the letter of the law is with AHM as the warranty period
indeed expired, I think I had windshield wipers that lasted longer that the Honda transmission
on this van. As a side note, this was a good car and we had minimal issues with it other than the
disposable transmissions. AHM should figure out that pushing out a bad designed transmission
based on what I've read is not a way for getting repeat customers. It was factory serviced its
whole life with me, then one day engine light came on when driving home from vacation, that's
when misery started, thaught it was a senser , it was the transmission P code. I told him I was
looking to get another k on the van,he said its 12 years old it served its purpose, I was pissed
off,cause I like the van and wanted to keep going , then reading about everyone elses problems
with there odyssey and even rebuilts don't last , I asked the dealer if they would consider trade,
he said we know about tranny so therefore it does not have much value, well he just answered
my question about buying another Honda product, next day went to Nissan dealer they were
glad to take van ,and put me in a new lease. With the money I spent on that van over the years I
needed it to last longer then it did. I was going to buy another Honda , but not after this
nightmare. We were 5 hours into a 26 hour trip going down the highway at 75 mph when the
RPM started winging out. We were right near and exit so we got off and noticed we were
"smoking". The relief valves had popped and the fluid was all over the engine. A cop saw us and
stopped to help. If you are ever in Cook Co. GA, the K9 officer, I didn't get his name, was really a
great guy! As breakdowns go it wasn't that bad. The cop called a wrecker, Cook Co. He took us
to Tifton, GA and called the transmission shop. Being a Friday night, the van didn't get looked
at until Monday. We didn't get it back until Wednesday Long stay in a hotel. But Tifton, GA has
very nice people. They rebuild the transmission and replaced the torque converter. They also
recommended an additional cooling system because they said it was an overheating problem.
We made it about 75 miles from home and the check engine and TCS lights went on. We drove it
our mechanic. The only warranty was through the shop that did the work and then it was void if
we didn't bring it back in two weeks for a check up We thought being a national chain we would
have a national warranty but no such luck. Hopefully all the parts are replaced and it will
continue to move. Transmission on this vehicle was changed a few years back. Still failed. Is it
worth it? I could put a down payment on a new small car instead. This is third failure of the
transmission on this car. First one was covered by Honda, second one I paid half. Now honda
refused to fix. Second one failed 1 day after 3 year warrantee expired. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Ask your Honda dealer. Most Common Solutions: replace transmission 35
reports not sure 12 reports repair transmission, replace torque converter 5 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Odyssey problem yet. Be the first! Find
a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free

service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Comment
Disabled Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Buy used
Honda transmission from our network that offers up to a two-year warranty on qualified units!
We carry a wide-ranging catalog of used Honda transmissions for all applications including gas
and diesel engines. Buy your used Honda transmissions from us and save time and money.
Purchase from us and get an industry leading warranty on used engines and transmiss
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ions. Our used engines, transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension
Cross Member K Frame are covered under a 1-year warranty from the date of purchase,
included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used transmission on our website or in
the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we will find perfect used engine and
used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large
network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine Size. Search Transmission.
Description : Automatic Transmission Honda Civic. Fits : Automatic Transmission; 1. Stock
Number : TCL. More Information. Description : Automatic Transmission Honda Odyssey. Fits :
Automatic Transmission; 3. Stock Number : TCG. Stock Number : TCK. Stock Number : TCM.
You will be surprised at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards
in US To find the best quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

